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Abstract: Real-time (RT) ocean surface wind can make key improvements to disaster alarmingand
safety of maritime navigation to avoid loss in property and human lives. Wind scatterometry is a
well-acquainted way of obtaining good quality ocean surface winds, and it has been in application
for decades. Existing wind-obtaining chains employ ground stations for receiving observations and
can, at best, provide products in around 30 minutes for limited regions. In recent years, a satellite
information-obtaining and transmission network is the new trend of Earth observation. In this
research, on-board wind retrieval environment and procedures, which are different from traditional
wind-obtaining chains, are proposed. First, the establishment of the on-board environment is
instructed. Structures of each module are provided. The ground simulation system is been established
based on this. After that, existing observing and processing routines of wind scatterometry are
described, and then an on-board processing chain proposed and described. Modifications to
existing satellite-ground chains are highlighted. The proposed method is validated in Level 0 data
from the Chinese–French Oceanic SATellite (CFOSAT). Experiments indicate that the proposed
on-board processing procedure can provide comparable results to ground-processed wind products.
The root-mean-square error (RMSE) of wind speed for a track of data used in the experiment
was about 0.26 m/s, and it was about 0.8◦ for wind direction. By decreasing wind field result
quality, calculation time can be lessened in the on-board environment. However, it is found
that in the whole chain of on-board wind generation, the most time-consuming procedure is
observation-obtaining. The proposed on-board processing method can achieve good wind accuracy
while meeting RT applications with good processing time. This provides a good complement to
existing on-board-observing-ground-processing chains for RT applications.
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1. Introduction

Ocean surface wind fields are paramount parameters in applications such as disaster monitoring,
prediction, and sailing routine optimization [1]. They are also vital in oceanography and global climate
research [2]. Remote sensing is the only effective way to obtain ocean surface winds, (synthetic aperture
radar (SAR) is well-applied for coastal winds [3,4]), and scatterometers are capable of continuous
observations in much larger coverage. They are well-considered as the most suitable instrument capable
of retrieving ocean surface winds. There are long-term improved and validated geophysical modelling
functions (GMFs) [5] that map scatterometer observations to wind fields. Additionally, the stability
shown in scatterometer calibration leads to a high accuracy in wind retrieval [6–10]. Scatterometer
winds have already made great contributions to improvements to numerical weather prediction
(NWP) models, such as in the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) [11].
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Scatterometers at work in space today include Advanced Scatterometer (ASCAT) -A, B, and C onboard
Meteorological Operational satellite program (MetOp) series [12], the scatterometer onboard the
Chinese–French Oceanic SATellite (CFOSAT), i.e. CFOSCAT [13], the scatterometers onboard Hai
Yang-2 (HY-2)-A and B Satellites, i.e. HSCAT –A and B [14], and Oceansat-2 Scatterometer (OSCAT-2)
onboard Scatterometer Satellite (ScatSAT) [15]. A dual-frequency scatterometer onboard the Feng
Yun-3 (FY-3) Satellite is scheduled by the end of this year; it will be a good recruit to the scatterometer
family [16]. Operational data processing procedures and systems for these spaceborne scatterometers
have been well-established, being important parts in the applications listed above [17–19].

The traditional spaceborne scatterometer application chain starts from observations conducted
by sensors, follows by signal detection, simple on-board signal processing, and relevant information
generation. If necessary, all of those data are then compressed and downlinked with auxiliary data.
Auxiliary data include satellite orientation and positioning information. These data form level 0 (L0)
data when collected by ground stations. Higher levels of processing procedures that give products of
wind fields are generally carried out after L0 data are distributed to processing agencies. Application
institutes obtain higher levels of products via ground networks from them. State-of-the-art processing,
transforming routines, and application modes have been developed to take advantage of well-located
ground stations and networks. They are fast and stable. Advanced Retransmission Service (EARS)
conducted by the European Organisation for the Exploitation of Meteorological Satellites (EUMETSAT)
is a good example of networks of advanced high resolution picture transmission (AHRPT) reception
stations. The wind products from EARS can be provided to end-users within 30 min (min) after
observation [20]. However, similar application chains can only meet regional coverage. For far open
ocean regions that ground stations cannot reach, support information is unable to be provided without
extra support from communication satellites, and 30 min is longer than many small scale events that
can be observed by scatterometers but are difficult to be predicted by NWP, e.g., convections in the
tropical region [21]. The real-time (RT) information of such events is useful for applications like disaster
alarms for ships and airlines.

With the fast development of satellite remote sensing methods, on-board hardware types and
capabilities, an innovative application mode involving generating and distributing higher levels of
products with extracted information rather than original observations has come out [22,23]. Current
applications concentrate on on-board feature extraction to relieve transmissions of large amounts
of observations from sensors, such as SAR and optical cameras [24,25]. The advent of micro–nano
satellites, accompanying burst developments of neural network hardware components, has propelled
this processing mode to the experimental stage with affirmative results [26]. The new generation of
communication satellites has provided the possibility of a data downlink routine for RT transportation,
as well as the possibility of solving downlink obstacles for on-board processing for countries who lack
suitable ground station sites [27,28].

Off-line ground processing chains of scatterometer data are already well-established. If integrated
to an established on-board environment, the RT processing and direct broadcast of retrieved winds with
high accuracy can be realized for RT applications with a communication-remote-sensing mode [29,30].
This research demonstrates the whole procedure. An on-board processing environment is simulated
with processors and systems that can be applied to satellites. Steps of traditional processing are
modified for the on-board environment and RT processing requirements. Validation is achieved with
application to CFOSCAT real data. First, the on-board environment is established, and reasons for its
applicability to the spaceborne environment are provided. The method to distribute processed results,
such as on-board wind products are also presented. Then scatterometer processes that are adjusted
for on-board applications, including procedures from return power to wind product generation, are
described with modifications to the proposed data product forms. Changes made to traditional
procedures are described. After that, CFOSCAT data for the validation of the new processing chain
and environment are introduced, followed by experiment results. Differences in accuracy with
the traditional off-line processing chain are provided. For the validated on-board processing chain
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especially, the relationship bewteen accuracy and processing time changes due to the information
involved in processing is analyzed and provided. It is concluded that on-board scatterometer winds
can be realized with the accuracies needed to meet application requirements. This can be achieved
as an extra parallel working mode of existing scatterometers, complementing their wind producing
chains. This research is the first discussion on on-board wind scatterometry for satellites. The proposed
method can fill the blank of stable far sea RT winds in future scatterometer missions. This can benefit
sailing routing optimizing systems, especially for scientific research ships that go into rare regions of
oceans. Conclusions can also be valuable as part of future intelligent observation systems in terms
of locating possible disaster regions with RT winds in order to give alarms and for further highlight
monitoring. The proposed method’s RT capability also provides well-established inputs for future
NWP application schemes described in [31] and contributes to improving short-term forecasts.

2. The On-Board Processing Environment and System

The space-borne scatterometer is an implementation of real aperture radar, with capability of
obtaining better accuracy and precision of the received power measurement [32]. These scatterometers
transmit and receive the backscattered signals from the ocean surface. Received signals are detected
and processed as digitalized power values, together with noise measurements and auxiliary data
describing observing geometry and polarization; they are then transferred to ground stations [33,34].
Wind products are obtained with computers distributed in institutes or agencies before being provided
to application end-users. The proposed on-board environment integrates traditional observing and
ground processing chains for wind products. Figure 1 illustrates both routines.
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Figure 1. Comparison of traditional and the proposed on-board processing routines. 
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Figure 1. Comparison of traditional and the proposed on-board processing routines.

Processing modules and hardware implementations are also shown in Figure 1. The functions
required for the on-board processing system can be realized from the control system, data processing,
high-speed input–output (I/O), data storing, and swapping modules. The control module receives
and interprets orders to specific tasks and sends them to other modules. The I/O module provides
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data interchange channels capable of meeting the speed of data observing and product generating.
The swapping module manages data transmission flows between modules and processors within a
module. These modules form the on-board processing environment. Digital signal processor (DSP), a
field-programmable gate array (FPGA), and an embedded graphics processing unit (GPU) can be used
to implement these modules. On an FPGA mother-board, together with two sets of Double-Data-Rate
of version 3 (DDR3) Random Access Memory (RAM), FPGA chips realize I/O and control procedures.
Data compression before transmission can also be done. Since the wind scatterometry requires
multi-inputs and iterations in wind retrieval procedure, embedded GPUs or DSP are suitable choices
to meet its requirements. In this research, an embedded Jetson TX2 GPU [35] was adopted for its
better calculating ability and flexibility in applications. Together with FPGA chips that swap data
with the GPU and the I/O module, the processing module was complemented, as illustrated in the
middle part of Figure 2. Based on these settings, a specific on-board processor (SOBP) was designed
and developed. The hardware scale of this SOBP is shown in Table 1. Its parameters indicate that it is
suitable for satellite applications [36]. Results obtained on-board are downlinked in communication
channels provided by communication satellites and broadband low Earth orbit (LEO) satellites [37].
For the validation of the on-board-scatterometer wind product generation algorithms proposed in this
research, the simulation of the on-board environment was necessary. Figure 2 illustrates a simulated
environment where the SOBP has the same set of parameters as described above. Differences with
the actual on-board environment are for data input and product output only. Measurements with
simultaneous auxiliary attributes of observations are provided by a personal computer (PC), while the
result products are output to another instead of being downlinked for RT applications.
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Table 1. Hardware scale of the specific on-board processor (SOBP).

Indexes

Weight 15 kg
Size 425 × 254 × 240 mm

Power 280 W
Temperature 50 ◦C

3. Wind Scatterometery Processing Chain and On-Board Processing Modifications

The well-developed off-line ground-based processing is composed of pre-processing and wind
inversion [34]. During pre-processing, noises in observations are subtracted and effects due to
observing geometry and antenna pattern are eliminated before normalized radar cross sections
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(NRCS) are calculated. In wind inversion, NRCS obtained within a wind retrieving unit, i.e., a
wind vector cell (WVC), are grouped. A WVC is usually a square on the ocean surface. With a
GMF, the wind field is inverted for each WVC by using the maximum likelihood estimation (MLE)
method. GMFs are semi-empirical models that map NRCS to winds of the ocean surface, considering
their observing geometry from scatterometers operating in different frequencies and polarizations.
The whole procedure of on-board scatterometer data processing inherits procedures from this chain,
with specific procedures and NRCS and wind products being formation modified to provide RT
products. In this section, differences in product formation are first described for on-board procedures,
followed by modified algorithms in processors generating them.

3.1. Modifications for On-Board Products

Traditional scatterometer products are labeled by different levels. Level 0 (L0) data are segmented
measurements that are produced at ground stations with data downlinked from satellites. When the
effects of antenna pattern and observing geometry are eliminated, NRCS can be derived. With auxiliary
information, including observing geometry and polarization, Level 1 (L1) products can be assembled.
Wind fields are Level 2 (L2) products. L2 winds are retrieved from in L1 NRCS that are grouped within
WVCs [34]. Higher levels of data are also developed for further steps of research and applications [38].
Different processors are applied to generate different levels of products [39].

To meet RT applications, L2 and lower level products are directly provided from an on-board
processing routine. Data components and processor functions are the same as traditional procedures.
However, to achieve RT ability, modifications are made. Since an on-board processing routine is
used for RT applications and is complementary to existing wind scatterometry, generally, only an L2
on-board product is required for downlinking. L0 and L1 products, which are less application-oriented,
can be obtained from the ground processing chain. For on-board L1 processing, due to the omission of
a signal transferring procedure, packing auxiliary data into products is not necessary; only the labeling
of them with corresponding observations is required. Obtained signals and auxiliary information
are directly provided to the on-board L1 processor. Except for algorithm modifications, observations
distributed in a WVC are identified and gathered as inputs to the L2 processor for wind retrieval. Wind
inversion is immediately conducted when NRCS in a WVC are obtained. Though data structure and
information are the same, the size of on-board L2 product is much smaller than that of the ground
products. This is due to a much shorter period of observation for RT applications. The specific amount
of data differs for different types of scatterometers [12,14].

3.2. The On-Board Pre-Processing

A scatterometer pre-processing procedure is implemented by the L1 processor. It generates L1
NRCS from L0 data. In traditional L0 processing steps, when noise that is simultaneously obtained
with observations has been subtracted, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) can be calculated [34]. Following
this comes a key step for pre-processing, i.e., eliminating observing geometry and antenna pattern
effects. Generally, frequency modulation for each pulse is adopted for the enhancement of resolution,
and different frequencies of return signals measured from the scatterometer are mapped to different
ground distances. In a pulse, fast Fourier transform (FFT) bins can be divided into different slices.
The number of slices is determined by beam width [40,41]. Doppler effects in frequency (Doppler
frequency) are due to Earth’s rotation and sensor speed relative to Earth’s surface. When the Doppler
frequency, center frequency shift, and frequency modulation slope of the signals are compensated for,
the frequencies of a slice can be mapped to different slant range distances. Combinations of FFT bins of
a return pulse into slices are achieved before forming L0 data in order to make sure each slice has the
same ground coverage. In this procedure, the bin grouping is achieved with a look-up table (LUT) that
provides an estimated Doppler frequency. This LUT is calculated according to predicted positions of
scatterometer in its orbit. When an observation is conducted, differences of the true Doppler frequency
with this LUT are estimated and compensated for in the L1 processor by considering the observing
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position. Together with antenna orientation, a slice location on the ocean’s surface and a corresponding
antenna gain factor can be obtained. The factor that embodies the antenna gain effect with a specific
geometry in observation is referred to as the calibration factor, namely the X-factor. When the value
of signal power of a slice is divided by the X-factor, NRCS can be calculated. Then, their standard
deviations (Kp) can be calculated when the NRCS of all slices are determined [34]. The whole procedure
is shown in Figure 3a. The core algorithm is bordered by the dashed rectangle. It is used to calculate
the discretized integrating for the X-factor in Equation (1) [40]:
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In Equation (1), the X-factor is written as X. C represents constants related to routine insert loss.
The insert loss related temperature is Tp. ks and ke are the start and end FFT bin numbers in a slice,
respectively. F represents the observing region, which is composed by i small patches on the Earth’s
surface, to realized the discretized summary in Equation (1). There are N samples of small patches
in a pulse. This number is determined by observing the window time T. fb,i is the center frequency
of the ith patch. During T, a small patch gives a return signal that may affect different bins. A and
g are the area and gain of the ith patch. Np,i represents the number of small patches captured in the
observation time of a slice. ns,i is the start patch. [40]. In Figure 3a,b, the determination of X involves a
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geolocation procedure. First, position coordinates are expressed in satellite coordinate system (referred
to as relative position in Figure 3), and then they transformed into the ground coordinate system,
which is used more often in applications [40].

Figure 3b shows the pre-processing for the on-board routine. Modifications made from traditional
processing can be spotted by taking reference from Figure 3a. Key outputs from X-factor determination
procedures are the locations and NRCS of the slices. In Figure 3b, in addition to the LUT used for
Doppler effect correction employed in the traditional observing chain, two LUTs are proposed in
this research to complete this procedure, i.e., the geolocation LUT and the X-factor LUT. They are
calculated in advance according to the rectangle-lined region in Figure 3a, considering all possible
observing position, altitude, and antenna orientation parameters in discrete steps. Applications of
these two LUTs can accelerate processing speed for RT applications. As shown in Figure 3b with
satellite position, speed, and antenna observing orientation, the position of a slice relative to the satellite
can be found from a geolocation LUT. With the same inputs, the X-factor can be found. Inputs for
both LUTs are the latitude, the ascending/descending label, and the antenna azimuth angle. The steps
for the construction of them are 0.085◦ and 0.3◦ of latitude and antenna azimuth angle, respectively.
Considerations in balancing the calculating ability of on-board hardware and step sampling density
for LUTs are provided after the experiment section.

3.3. On-Board Wind Inversion

When the NRCS of slices are obtained, the WVC they belong to is determined before wind
field inversion. WVCs are divided according to their predicted satellite routine. A 25-km sized
grid is generally applied in wind products [34] and was adopted for this research. An LUT records
WVC information that is then stored in an on-board storage device. This LUT is generated with
predicted satellite and slice positions located on the Earth’s surface. The inputs for searching WVCs
with the NRCS of slices by using an LUT are satellite latitude, observing azimuthal angle, and track
number. Output is the number of WVCs. When measurements are obtained on-board, the differences
between the actural and the predicted observing geometry are generally less than a WVC lateral length.
The differences are calculated; if they are not zero, the location of the slice is compared with the center
of the WVC found from the LUT. If it is located outside the WVC, an adjacent WVC from the LUT is
checked for this slice. Searching continues until the correct corresponding WVC number is obtained.
Land and ocean marks of NRCS are also obtained during WVC locating.

Besides slices, particularly for rotating fan-beam scatterometers, view divisions are generally
applied before wind inversion. A view includes slices with similar observing geometries, and it can be
defined as slices in a WVC that are obtained in the same rotation of the antenna. The NRCS, geometry,
and Kp of a view are obtained by averaging those values of slices within it. For fan-beam scatterometers,
the NRCS of views within a WVC, instead of slices, are used as inputs for wind inversion.

The wind fields of a WVC can be inverted from GMFs in the MLE method. After MLE, the ambiguity
removal step is required for the selection of wind directions as output results. In traditional wind
inversion, circular medium filtering and two-dimensional variational ambiguity removal (2-DVAR) are
optional methods [19,42]. In this procedure, background information from NWP is used. For on-board
processing, the renewal of NWP information can be achieved in a future up-link routine [29,30]; for the
simplicity of algorithms, in this research, circular medium filtering without NWP was used in wind
direction inversion. The accuracy of this processing chain is evaluated in the following experiment
section. Figure 4 illustrates the wind inversion steps developed in this research. To guarantee wind
product generation speed, two steps were modified. First was in the MLE procedure; instead of the
estimation of all solutions, the searching for maximum likelihood solution was divided into searching
in coarse and finer steps. In general wind inversion, the searching step size is 0.2 m/s and 5◦ for wind
speed and direction, respectively. The step for coarse searching in on-board wind inversion is 2 m/s
and 30◦. Traditional step sizes are used for finer step searching. Second is that the GMF LUT used in
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on-board processing was interpolated into finer resolution. The resolution for incidence angle was 0.1◦,
the wind direction was 0.5◦, and the wind speed was 0.1 m/s.
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4. Experiment and Results

To validate the proposed method of on-board wind scatterometry, the on-board processing
chain for scatterometer was established and simulated with the system illustrated in Figure 2.
Then, CFOSCAT data were applied to this system.. The description of these data is in Section 4.1.
The on-board L1 processing took the information of each pulse from L0 data obtained from the
ground station as an input unit. In wind inversion, LUTs were calculated according to system design
parameters and the rotating-fan-beam-antenna feature of CFOSCAT. Views were generated from slice
NRCS for wind inversion. Neighboring WVCs were located for medium filtering in wind direction
determination. The results of these processing steps are described in Section 4.2, with a validation of
the proposed method.

4.1. Data Description

An L0 product from CFOSCAT that was received from the ground station was employed for
the experiment to validate the proposed on-board processing method. CFOSCAT is the first rotating
fan-beam scatterometer ever in space [43]. It was launched in October 2018 onboard CFOSAT. The data
employed for this research were from 14th March 2019. Observations were obtained from 9:30 to
11:05, corresponding to a track of data received in the ground station. For the validation of the
proposed method, accuracy evaluation was achieved by a comparison made with the ground-processed
products [44].

4.2. Results and Analysis

In this part, L1 products from on-board preprocessing are displayed, and then on-board wind
inversion with a full resolution of the LUTs described in Section 3. When apply theseLUTS, that more
time is required in the proposed on-board processing chainis illustrated. The sesampling of LUTs to a
half and a quarter number of samples LUTs for geo-locating and the X-factor were applied to obtain
the LUTs of fewer samples. The resampled dimensions of the LUTs were latitude and antenna azimuth
angles. Comparisons were made with the full and smaller sample of LUTs. Figure 5 illustrates the
ground L1 product and the on-board NRCS distributions of the track of data used in the experiment.
Figure 6 illustrates a randomly selected pulse from data in Figure 5. The horizontal axes of both figures
are longitudes in degrees, the vertical axes are latitudes in degrees, and color indicates amplitudes of
the NRCS in dB. In both figures, the (a) sections are from ground products, the (b) sections are from
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on-board procedures in full resolution LUTs, and the (c) and (d) sections are from on-board products
obtained in half and a-quarter sample numbered LUTs, respectively. From Figure 6, the differences in
geo-locating and NRCS amplitude derivation differences are not obvious, though the (d) sections in
Figures 5 and 6 appear much noisier than the (a) and (b) groups. Taking the positions of L1 ground
products as references, the root-mean-square error (RMSE) of the on-board results in the (b) of Figure 5
is 0.93 m, and the half number of sampling LUT results in (c) is 2.81 m, and 4.81 m for (d).
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Figure 6. A randomly selected rotating circle of observations. (a)–(d) are labelled in the same order as
Figure 5. Color indicates NRCS values in dB and is of the same scale of that in Figure 5.

Figure 7 shows correlations with error bars for the slice NRCS of ground and on-board products.
The horizontal axis represents the NRCS from the ground L1 products, and the vertical axis represents
the NRCS from on-board procedures. The color represents sample number density in dB. The on-board
obtained NRCS in (a) are from LUTs in the original resolution, and those in (b) and (c) are in a half
and a quarter number resampled LUTs. Specific values are listed in Table 2. It can be observed that
when the on-board results were with large differences from ground products, the resampled LUTs
also tended to give large differences. There was a similar trend in the standard deviations (stdev.).
values. However, when the stdev. reaches largests or smallest values, it is not not necessarily that the
corresponding differences in mean also reach the largest or the smallest values.
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Table 2. Values from Figure 7.

Differences (dB) Stdev.(dB)

Mean Maximum

Corresponding
Normalized Radar

Cross Section
(NRCS) of Maximum

Mean Maximum
Corresponding

NRCS of
Maximum

Look-Up Tabls (LUTs)
in original resolution −0.28 −0.53 −63 1.83 1.94 −61

LUTs resampled in a
half number −0.41 −0.72 −63 2.06 2.3 −61

LUTs resampled in a
quarter number −0.52 −0.82 −63 2.2 2.57 −61

In Figure 7a, it can also be observed that the ground products and on-board NRCS had a good
consistency. When on-board results were obtained in coarser LUTs, as shown in (b) and (c), more
random noise was aroused. The biases of (b) and (c) to the eground products were similar to those
from the on-board, full resolution LUTs. In Figure 7, due to the more random noise expressed in
dB, the regions in (b) and (c) with denser samples (deeper red) have a larger slope towards the
negative direction of the vertical axis in (c) than (b), while in (a), such a feature is not shown. This is
consistent with the conclusion that when the coarser LUTs were used, noisier products were obtained.
Specific effects on wind products are provided later in this section. Figures 5–7 were derived from
VV (transmitted and received in vertical polarization) observations. HH (transmitted and received in
horizontal polarization) observations shared similar features and are not listed. For the wind inversion
procedure, both polarized observations were applied with a resampled GMF LUT in both polarizations.

The wind inversion for CFOSCAT is based on the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Scatterometer GMF version 4 (NSCAT-4) [8]. The results are illustrated in Figures 8–11. Figure 8 shows
the wind speed from the ground L2 products in (a), and the on-board wind inversion results were
obtained in procedures described in Section 3. For (b) of Figure 8, resampled GMF LUTs in on-board
inversion procedures were used for generating wind speeds. The horizontal axis is longitude, and
the vertical axis is latitude. The resolution of the resampled GMF was of 0.4 m/s in the wind speed
dimension. The other dimensions were the same as those at full resolution, as the step length in the
incidence angles is 0.1◦, in the wind directions is 0.5◦, and 0.1 m/s in the wind speeds. The color in
Figure 8 indicates wind speed amplitude in m/s. It can be observed that the wind speeds were of
similar features for the three products. A randomly selected region from Figure 8 is shown in Figure 9.
The horizontal and vertical axes, color bar, and products corresponding to (a), (b), and (c) are the same
as those of Figure 8. The black arrows in Figure 9 indicate wind directions.
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Figure 11. Mean differences and error bars of the ground L2 product wind direction and on-board
wind directions derived from a full GMF LUT (a) and a desampled GMF LUT (b).

Figure 10 shows correlation and error bars between the ground L2 product wind speed and the
on-board wind speeds, Figure 11 demonstrates the mean differences and error bars of the ground L2
product wind direction and on-board wind directions. Statistics came from the results of the whole
dataset, as in Figure 8. Ground winds were used as references. The statistics of wind speed were
obtained in a bin size of 2 m/s. Mean differences and stdev. in wind direction were calculated for
different wind speed bins via the same procedure that was used for wind speed error analysis. In
Figure 10, the horizontal axis represents the wind speeds from the ground L2 products, and the vertical
axis represents the on-board wind speeds derived from a full-resolution GMF LUT (a) and that from a
resampled GMF LUT (b). The mean absolute average differences of (a) and (b) are 0.14 and 0.17 m/s,
respectively. The lowest and highest wind speed values were obtained from the 0 m/s and 28 m/s
in wind speed, and these extreamly low and high speeds are of higher noise level in wind inversion
and GMF themselves. For most wind speeds, (b) had slightly larger average differences than (a).
The smallest average differences for both (a) and (b) were both at 18 m/s. The largest stdev. of (a) and
(b) also appeared at 24 m/s when mean differences were the largest at 0.84 and 1.55 m/s, respectively.
The smallest stdev. values for (a) and (b) were all at 2 m/s as 0.55 and 0.56 m/s, respectively. It can be
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observed from Figure 10 that (b) shows larger stdev. values than (a), indicating larger variance and
more noise from the coarser GMF LUT. The better consistency observed in (a) also corresponded with
the fact that, for ground wind inversion, interpolation was also employed to improve retrieval wind
quality [39]. In Figure 11, it can be seen that the average differences in all wind speed bins for wind
directions were close to 0◦. However, there was an increase at 18 m/s from 0.06◦ to 0.15◦ and at 26 m/s
from −0.07◦ to −0.16◦. These two bins also formed the second largest and largest average differences in
wind direction. The trend of larger stdev. values for (b) than (a) is easy to see in Figure 11. The stdev.
values are almost doubled in (b) taking reference from (a).

From Figures 5–11, it can be concluded that processing methods and LUTs proposed in this
research for on-board processing can achieve good results for scatterometer wind compared with
ground products. Better resolution LUTs for on-board processing are necessary for providing RT winds
in good quality. To obtain a finer resolution of LUTs requires a longer processing time. The cost of
calculation versus accuracy for on-board procedures is given in Figure 12, where the term standard
represents full resolution LUTs applied in corresponding procedures. Simplified means that the
half-number resampled LUTs, and more simplified indicates a quarter number of resampling in LUTs.
The combination of different LUTs in pre-processing and inversion is expressed by different shapes.
The solid curve is for wind speed, and the dashed curve represents wind direction. The RMSE value
reached the minimum and time cost is the largest when using full resolution LUTs in both preprocessing
and inversion. CFOSCAT takes up to 260 seconds (s) for obtaining this track of data. When excluding
observation time, it generates L0 data at the speed of 1.3 GB/h [43]. According to processing procedures
described in Section 2, it can be found that the L1 and L2 products takes 0.8 and 0.06 GB/h respectively.
The observing duration for a track of data was 95 min; under this on-board processing environment,
data processing would cost around 165 s for a track. On average, this constitutes about a maximum of
2.95 min for observing a WVC in CFOSCAT. To complete adjacent WVCs for this kind of WVC, 5.9 min
are required. Time is mainly consumed in the scatterometer observing procedure. For ground products
involving ground stations for receiving, products are generally distributed in unit tracks. The on-board
wind products are distributed based on the unit of a WVC with a much shorter product distribution
duration. It can be concluded that full resolution LUTs can be applied for on-board wind inversion,
while a comparable accuracy with ground products can be obtained in an on-board environment for
RT applications.
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5. Summary and Discussion

In this research, an on-board wind scatterometry environment and data processing chain were
established and tested in the simulation system. The simulation system was established by on-board
processing modules and PCs. Data acquisition and distribution were simulated from PCs. In addition
to traditional on-board data collection and processing steps, ground product generation procedures
were realized on-board. Newly implemented modules were composed of a FPGA, DDR, and a
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GPU assembled into different motherboards. They can function for center control, I/O flow control,
program execution, data swapping, and storage. Based on the setting of the on-board environment,
modifications were made to the traditional scatterometer wind generation chain. Data packing flows
were reduced before wind inversion, and LUTs were developed for accelerating calculation while
avoiding iterations in the traditional chain. The results of experiments using CFOSCAT L0 data showed
a comparable accuracy of on-board results taking reference from ground products in geolocation,
NRCS derivationwith RMSE less than 0.93 m, −0.53 dB. The RMSE for wind speed is 0.17 m/s and
stdev. in wind direction is −0.06◦. An analysis of compromising accuracy for shorter processing time
was achieved via simplifications of LUTs that had been established for the on-board processing chain.
Results indicated that as LUTs are more simplified, random noise is more likely to be introduced and
deteriorate accuracies. At the same time, decreases in time-consumption were not obvious. The most
time-consuming procedure for the whole processing is at the observing step, which is dependent
on scatterometer observation systems. The existing processing time, including observations was
about 10.2 min for the most time-consuming WVC cases, which is much faster than existing ground
processing chains. With next-generation satellite information transformation networks, the proposed
on-board system and method can cover the global ocean’s surface and make a good complement to
existing satellite-observing-ground-processing-distributing chain for RT applications. Further research
should explore the possibility of more complex wind direction ambiguity removal methods with NWP
as background information, as well as the possibility of developing rain flags for processing in an
on-board environment.
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